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The aim of this paper is to prove a decomposition theorem, with respect 
to normality, for closed densely defined linear Hilbert space operators. We 
separate three parts of the operator: the normal one, the purely formally 
normal one and the remainder, which we propose to call completely non- 
formally normal. In the bounded case ([l] and [7]) the second part disappears. 
Contrary to the bounded case the situation considered here turns out to be 
incomparably more complicated. However, we are able to provide a description 
of the normal part in terms of the operator in question. This description yields, 
in particular, some spectral property of an unbounded hyponormal operator. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to find a similar description of the purely 
formally normal part. 
1 
Throughout the whole paper the bar - stands for the closure operations for 
sets as well as operators. Let ti be a complex Hilbert space and let A be a 
densely defined linear operator in ti with domain B(A). A closed subspace YIl 
of 3i? is invariant for A if 
and 
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If UC1 is a closed subspace of S which is invariant for A, we mean by A 1 yIc the 
linear operator in JZ, with domain CZ(A)n=M, such that 
~l&ncf=~f; j-e q)nd 
One can check that if A is closed, so is A( d. If 9 is any linear subspace of S 
such that A(8)C a, then we use the same notation Al a as before for the 
linear operator in g, with domain B(A 1 a) = C@, for which 
We say that & reduces a densely defined linear operator A if and only if ..M 
is invariant for both A and A * and P&g(A)) %I@), where PA is the ortho- 
gonal projection onto utl This is equivalent to 
If A is closed, then .M reduces A if and only if JZ is invariant for both A and 
A* and (AI.,&*=A*j d. We say that the orthogonal projection P reduces A to 
an operator B if the subspace P-J% reduces A and B = Al,%. 
Denote by Q(A) the strong cornmutant of a closed operator A, i.e. Q(A) is 
the collection of all bounded linear operators B on ti such that 
BAcAB and B*AcAB* 
or, equivalentely, 
BAcAB and BA*CA*B. 
It is known [12] that &(A) is a von Neumann algebra. 
Recall that an operator A is said to be formal/y normal if B(A)C 9(A*) and 
for f E 99(A) : 11 Af II= IIA*f II. A formally normal operator A is said to be 
normal if B(A) = 9(A*). Let pf(A) (resp. ?),(A)) be the family of all ortho- 
gonal projections from &(A) which reduce A to a formally normal (resp. 
normal) operator. 
2 
The following Lemma generalizes to unbounded operators a fact which is 
almost trivial in the bounded case. In the unbounded case the proof becomes 
much less trivial. In this paper we use it in the proof of our Theorem. 
LEMMA 1. If & and JYare two closed subspaces of % which reduce a closed 
operator A in S to formally normal (resp. normal) ones, then so does dv 4 
the closed linear span of & and -4 
PROOF. According to Lemma 2 of [17] we have to check that 
1” if P, QEFO~(A) (rew. ‘%(A)), then pAQ~13fC4 (rw. TWh 
2” if P, QE~S~(A) (resp. g,(A)) and P, Q are pairwise orthogonal, then 
P+ Q ~(PfW@w. 13,(AN9 
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3” if P, Q ~(pf(A) (resp. ‘$,(A)) and QI P, then P- Q E’$~(A) (resp. 
CpnW), 
4” if PEFO~(A) (resp. !&,(A)), Q E &(A), Q is an orthogonal projection and 
p- Q(~)Q, then Q E ‘$.$(A) (resp. %,(A)). 
To prove lo notice that PAQ is the strong limit of the sequence ((PQ)“}n”_O. 
Since &(A) is a von Neumann algebra and P, Q E &(A), the projection PA Q E 
E Q(A). Since PA QI P and P reduces A to a formally normal operator (resp. 
normal operator), PA Q reduces A to a formally normal one (resp. normal one). 
It is a matter of direct calculation to check the implications 2” and 3”. 
The implication 4” can be proved as follows. The equivalence P-,,,Q 
means that there exists a partial isometry UE Q(A) such that U *I/= P and 
UU * = Q. Suppose that P reduces A to a formally normal operator. We know 
that Q reduces A. The only thing we have to show is that AIQN is a formally 
normal operator. 
Take f E g(A) fl QYe. Then, due to U *A CA U *, we have 
URGE g(A)nP%= cq&&C B((A(,&*)= %I(A*)nPre. 
Since UA *C A *U, we have 
Using the fact that Alp& is formally normal we can write 
II(AIQsdf II= IIU*Af II = Il(AlwW*f II = II~&sd*~*f II 
=II~*A*fII=llA*fII=ll(AlQ3ce)*fll. 
This shows that AIQ%is formally normal. 
If P% reduces A to a normal operator, then PE(P~(A*), QE &(A*), and 
P- 6CA,jQ. Thus, in virtue of the previous case, Q E py(A) and Q E (pf(A *). 
This is the same as to say that Q E’$JA). This completes the proof. 0 
We need one more fact. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a closed operator in YE Suppose 9 is a linear subspace 
of G!J(A)nB(A*) such that A(B)c@ and A*(%))C g. Zf the operator 
/i = (AI a)- is normal in g, then 0 reduces A and Al I = a. 
PROOF. Assume Al o is closed. By a direct calculation we check that 
a tl9J(A*)c 9(x*) and ki*f = PA*f for f E g n g(A*), 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto a. Since A is normal, g c an 
fl G@(A*)c 8(A”*) = C@(A) = 9. Thus 9J = an B(A*) and 
(1) A*=A*IG. 
Take f E G@(A *). Then for g E 9, we have (Ag, Pf) = (g, A *f > . This means that 
Pf rz g(a*)C B(A*). Hence, (g, A*Pf > = (Ag, f > = (g, PA*f > for every 
gE9J. Since PfE9 andA*Pfea, wegetA*Pf=PA*f. So PA*CA*P. This 
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means that 9, reduces A * and, consequently, La reduces A. By (l), we have 
A=(A*)*=(A*IgJ*=AI& 
Remove the assumption Al D is closed. Since A is closed, AcA and, 
consequently, there is a linear subspace 8 of @ such that,A = A 18 and 8 = a. 
If we show that 6’C g(A)fl Q!J(A *), A(8) C a and A *(&)C a, then, applying 
the preceding paragraph to 8 instead of 9, we get the conclusion. 
Since the inclusions 8~ g(A) and A(B)c a are obvious, we center our 
interest on 8 c 9(A *) and A *(a ) c a. Take f E 8, then there is {f,) C 9, such 
that f = lim f, and Af = lim Af,. Since a*f = PA *f = A *f for f E 9, we get 
IINL-fm)ll= II&L-fm)ll = IIA*Cf,-fm)ll = llA*cr,-fm)!. 
This means that (A*f,} is convergent. Since A* is closed, A*f = lim A*f, E a. 
This completes the proof. 0 
COROLLARY 1. If A is closed formally normal in L%? and CZ is a linear sub- 
space of D(A) such that A( C@ ) C a and the operator A” = (A I g)- is normal in 
a, then C%J reduces A and A ) g, =A. 
PROOF. Itiseasytoseethat @Jfln(A*)CB(A*)andA*f=PA*fforfEan 
fl CB(A*), where P is the orthogonal projection onto G. Since A is formally 
normal we have QJ C $8 tl8(A *). This, formal normality of A and normality 
of A imply that IIA*f II= IlAf II= l[Af II = IIA*f II = IIPA*f II for fc @. This, in 
turn, implies that A *(a) c g. A direct application of Lemma 2 completes the 
proof. cl 
3 
In the case of an arbitrary bounded operator, a direct application of Zorn’s 
Lemma leads to the decomposition of the operator in question into a normal 
part and a part which is completely non normal. Moreover it is possible to 
describe the normal part of the operator (this has been done in [l] and again 
in [7]), and consequently to get uniqueness of the decomposition. In the un- 
bounded case the same kind of decomposition is possible; however here one 
more part appears and the proof becomes much more elaborate. 
Let A be a closed densely defined operator in X Call A purely formally 
normal if it is formally normal and the only closed subspace of .%5’ reducing it 
to a normal operator is { 0). Call A completely non-formally normal if the only 
closed subspace of G%? reducing A to a formally normal operator is (0). 
Define 
and 
9”(A)= ; B(A”) 
II=0 
W(A,A*)= n{g(A, . ..A.)~A~=AorA*fori=l,..., nandn=1,2 ,... }. 
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An f~ B=(A) is said to be: a bounded vector of A (cf. [4] and also [15]) if 
there are nonnegative numbers a and b such that 
IIA”fll s ab”, n=O, 1, . . . . 
an analytic vector of A (cf. [8] and also [13, p. 2011) if there is a positive number 
t such that 
f t”(n!)-‘IIAnfII < + 00, 
n=o 
a quasianalytic vector of A (cf. [9] and also [13, p. 3271) if 
j. IIA”fll-““= +w. 
Denote by 48(A) resp. &(A) and =2(A) the collection of all bounded resp. 
analytic and quasianalytic vectors of A. It is clear that B(A)Cd(A) C O(A) 
and that @(A) as well as d(A) form linear subspaces of Ye. 
THEOREM. Let A be a densely defined closed linear operator in Ye. Then there 
is a unique orthogonal decomposition of 35’; 
(2) LYf = re,,, 0 &pfn 0 ye,,,, 
such that 
1” each of the subspaces tin,,, yepfn and tiCnf,, reduces A, 
2” A I se”ce,,, is a normal operator in tinor, 
3” Al ;xep/n is a purely formally normal operator in tipfn, 
4” A I %,J” 
is a completely non-formally normal operator in XCnfn. 
Let B(A) be any of the classes: 48(A), &(A) or P(A) and let 
S={fEC3”(A,A*):A*“Amf=AmA*“f, m,nrl). 
Then the space &,, can be described as the closure of lin(8 fl g(A)); the 
linear subspace lin( 8 rl B(A)) is a core for Al xn,,. 
Moreover, if BE &(A), then 3&r, repfn and re,,,, reduce B. 
PROOF. First we prove that both pf(A) and ‘$,(A) are closed in the strong 
operator topology. Take a net {Pa},C'pf (A) which converges strongly to P. 
Then P is an orthogonal projection belonging to &(A). To prove that AIPx 
is formally normal consider a vector f E @(A)nPN Since P,A CAP, and 
Alp0s is normal, we have 
Thus P,f E g(A*), POf+Pf =f and A*P,f = P,A*f+PA*f. So, because A* is 
closed, f E g(A*)nPS= B((AI,&*). Moreover 
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II64~.&.fll = IlMfll = IIMfll =lim IIC&II =lim II(~P,+L~II 
= lim (((A ( p,s) *P,fll = lim II A *P,fll = lim 1) PJ *Ill 
= IIpA*fll = llA*wll= II(~IP3d*fII. 
Thus P E ‘-&(A). 
If {P,},C~,,(A) and P, converges strongly to P, then {P,},cFpf(A*). In 
virtue of the previous case, we have PE 13f(A) and PC ‘$&4 *) or equivalently 
P~%lW. 
This shows that (pf(A) and p,(A) are closed in the strong operator topo- 
logy. On the other hand, due to Lemma 1, PV QE pf(,4) (resp. gn(,4)) pro- 
vided P, QE‘$&~) (resp. p,(A)). Thus, by [5], there exists the maximal 
projection in gY(A) (resp. p,,(A)). Denote it by Pf (resp. P,) and put 
tinor = P,, %, XpJ,, = Pf %‘GJ P,, 9Z and Ye,,,, = Y@ Pf Ye. 
This gives us the (uniquely determined) decomposition (2) of ~8 satisfying 
l”, 2”, 3” and 4”. 
Now take B(A) = 9(A) and define B[A] = %I n 98(A). Then one can show 
that %r[A] is a linear space such that 
Ag[A]Cg[A], and A*%I[A]cB[A] 
and 
AA *f = A *Af for f E G@ [A]. 
Since (AI glAl)*>A *I pIAl, the operator Al 9)IA1 is formally normal in 9J[A]-, 
has a dense set La[A] of bounded vectors, A(B[A])C B[A] and A *(g[A])C 
C 9, [A]. Thus Theorem 1 of [15] gives us that the closure A,,,= (AI gIAl)- is 
normal in %?[A] = 9[A]-. Due to Lemma 2, %‘[A] reduces A to a normal 
operator and Al tilAl = A,,, . 
The fact that A(&,, %I = 3’Z&%‘[A], has no non-trivial normal part follows 
easily from the following observation: if a subspace reduces A to a normal 
operator then this part has a core consisting of bounded vectors, which must 
necessarily be contained in 91 [A]. From what we have proved it follows that 
and g [A] is a core for Al tiflce,,, . 
To see that, independently of the particular choice of g(A), Yi&= 
= clolin(9 fl ‘8(A)) and than lin(9 fI B(A)) is a core for A I Xs0r, it is sufficient 
to consider the case @(A)= O(A) (this is because 48(A)Cd(A)C O(A)). 
Denote by 9, : =lin(Ed n O(A)). Using Proposition 2 of [16] one can show 
that A(91,)C9, and A*(Bl)C9,. Moreover, AA*f=A*AfforfeC@,. Since 
97 fl ~(A)c O(AI 9,), Theorem 1 of [16] implies normality of (AI @,)-. Ap- 




Thus !3[A]-c 8?Jij, cc%f&,, which implies Snor= g,. By (3), we get that 0, is a 
core for A Izn,,, . 
Let BE &(A). Then applying Theorem 5 of [ 171, we conclude that both Yi$,, 
and repfn reduce B. 0 
REMARK 1. The proof of our Theorem shows that in order to pick out the 
subspace Sn,, , there is no need to use results of [17]. However, the only way 
we have been able to get YE”,” is just using those results. This suggests the 
question of an explicit description (like that of tin,,) for repfn. 
REMARK 2. It might be interesting to indicate some relations between the 
summands in the decomposition (2) for A and A*. Namely, we have the 
following relations. 
The only relation which requires some argument is the middle one. 
Denote by P,,,,, P,f, and Pc,,f,,, remembering also their dependence on A 
and A *, the orthogonal projections onto the corresponding parts of Z, If P is 
any of these projections for A, then PE &(A) = &(A *). Applying the Theorem 
to A*, we get that all the spaces appearing in (2) for A* reduce P. This 
means that P commutes with Pnor(A*), Ppfn(A*) and PCnfn(A*). Suppose 
& = Ppfn(A *)re,f,(A) is nonzero (the case of nonzero P,,,(A *)3&(A) can be 
treated in the same way). Since P&A*) and P&A) commute and belong to 
Q(A), JZ reduces A and A*. As d=S'fn(A)flrepfn(A*), AlUll and A*\& are 
formally normal. Thus AId is normal, which gives us a contradiction. 0 
4 
When A is bounded, the subspace NPfn is always equal to (0) and the 
decomposition (2) coincides with that of [l] and [7]. In the unbounded case 
each of the summands of (2) may appear or disappear. Let us discuss this in 
some details: 
1. Let A be a closed idempotent in .X (cf. [l l]), i.e. A(91(A))c 9(A) and 
A2f=Af, f E C@(A). Then SPY,, = (0) (the quickest way to prove this is to use 
Th. 3.3 of [lo]). The same is true for a closed nilpotent operator A, i.e. for A 
such that A(g(A))c 9(A) and A2f =0, f E 9(A) (cf. [ll]). In both these cases 
the set of bounded vectors coincides with B(A). 
2. If A is an injective weighted shift in ti, then ~~,,=~,,, = (0) (this 
follows from the fact that its only reducing subspaces are the trivial ones - see 
[6]). Thus injective weighted shifts are completely non-formally normal (notice 
that a weighted shift operator which is not injective may have a non-trivial 
normal part). 
3. If A is a closed symmetric operator in S such that g(A2) = (0) (cf. 
[2]), then Snor= (0) (this follows from the description of S’,,,, given in the 
Theorem) and Z&,, = (0) (because A is formally normal). Consequently, A 
is purely formally normal. 
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4. Another example of a formally normal operator with s,,,, = Ye,,,, = (0) 
can be obtained as follows. Let %=%2(U) be the Hardy space and let S be the 
shift operator on X. Denote by A the operator i(S+ I)(S - I) - ‘. Let B be a 
bounded Toeplitz operator on .M with symbol p~f0 in JZ-(U). Denote by N 
the operator A + iB. Then N is closed, formally normal and has no normal 
extension (cf. Remark 2 of [14]). 
Suppose P is an orthogonal projection in X’ such that PNCNP. Then 
PN*C N*P and Pg(A) = Pg(N)C g(N) = g(A) or, equivalentely, P91(A)C 
c g(A). Since A CA *, we have for f E g(A) 
PAf=+(PNf+PN*f)= j(NPf+N*Pf)=APf. 
This means that PA CAP. This implies, in turn, that PC(A) = C(A)P, where 
C(A) = (A + i)(A -i) - ’ is the Caley transform of A. Since, in this case, 
C(A) = S, we get PS = SP. However S is irreducible, so P= 0 or P =I. This 
means that the formally normal operator N has no nontrivial reducing sub- 
space. 0 
As in the bounded case there are many consequences of the decomposition 
(2) of the Theorem (cf. [3]). The following is a sample of what is possible. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a closed densely fefined hyponormal operator (i.e. 
8(A)c B(A*) and jjA*f 11 I l]Af 11, f E g(A)). If tinor= {0}, then the point 
spectrum o,(A) is empty and the spectrum a(A) has no isolated point. 
PROOF. Suppose ,I E a,(A). Since A -A is hyponormal, Af =Lf implies 
A*f=Xf, fc g(A). Thus ker(A - A) C %I(A) C g(A *), A(ker(A - 2)) C 
C ker(A - A) and A *(ker(A - A)) C ker(A - A). This means that ker(A - 1) 
reduces A to I times the identity operator on ker(A -A). Since J+&, = {0}, it 
must necessarily be true that ker(A - A) = { 0} , which gives a contradiction and 
proves the first part of the conclusion. 
Pass to the proof of the second part of the conclusion. Suppose L is an 
isolated point of the spectrum. Without loss of generality we assume L =O. 
Then there is an E > 0 such that disc(0; 8)-n a(A) = { 0} . Define the operator P 
in Z by 
P=(27ri)-1 j (z-A)-‘dz. 
lzl=e 
The following statements are standard facts (see, e.g., Section V.9 of [18]) 
1’ P is a bounded idempotent such that PX’= m# (0}, 
2” PA CAP, 
3” PXcD(A), 
4’ A0 = Al fl is a bounded operator in P%, 
5” a(A,) = (0). 
Since A is hyponormal, A0 is a bounded hyponormal operator such that 
@A,,) = { 0). Thus 11 Al,& II= spectral radius of Al i*t-= 0 and,, consequently, 
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Alpx= 0. Since P3(e# {0}, we get 0 E a,(A). This contradicts what has been 
proved in the first paragraph. cl 
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